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Abstract: Most ecommerce companies have their receive to pay process as predominantly manual, leading to non-reliability of
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I. INTRODUCTION
With rapid growth of the aging population, the

298

They also suggest suitable medicines with home
remedies and reducing the travel cost [6]. Increase in

significance challenges to address safety health of older

technology

adults started extremely high [1, 2]. There is a huge

communication such as mobile services (Bluetooth, wifi,

with

the

number

of

processing

demand in medical healthcare services to take care

5G) with cloud computing, artificial intelligence results

elderly people even in homes and hospitals. In most

in a variable number of wearable internet of things

cases elderly people suffer from severe health related

(WIoT). All these wearable technologies have been

issues when compared with other normal and middle

applied in many fields such as sports, military, labs,

aged people. That is elderly people find it difficult to

research, health etc. Still a lot of experiments are

take care of themselves, also nurses and their families

undergoing for solving various health related issues by

fail to provide proper care when they need medical

many researchers. The wearable devices are specifically

assistance. Sometimes people fail to remember the

designed to act as a need of assistance from anywhere.

doctor’s prescription, miss the correct time to do

Also this wearable medical accessible kit will be easily

check-ups and give tablets. Money also plays an

buyable at an affordable cost.

important part in taking care of an elderly people at

The important wearable technologies in the current

home and hospitals. The financial situation will make

environment as supported by sensor networks and

the elderly people condition even critical as they fight

electronic devices are implemented by using sensors,

for unreasonable causes. This has been solved by using

networks, surveillance cameras, actuators, controllers,

a technology called wearable medical devices [3].

specific health model, evaluation and prediction, finally

Recently there are a number of wearable devices

decision system [7]. The applications created by many

available in the market to assist the elderly people with

medical and research professionals are used to monitor

utmost care and respect.

the symptoms and signs by measuring the body of a

The wearable devices automate the unpredictable

specific region. The types of wearable systems are given

causes of elderly people by treating them or finding the

in Table 1. It shows the important physical signs of

reasons in no time. The smart wearable devices allow

symptoms while measuring using smart devices.

the elderly people to get signs or know the causes of
various problems like checking heart condition, blood

Table 1 Physical Signs Measured by Smart Wearable

pressure, sugar test, thyroid test, fitness test, etc. These

Systems

devices will allow getting treatment earlier if the elderly
patients need immediate treatment. The results from the
devices are accessed by doctors from the hospitals using
cloud internet platform services [4]. The real-time
sensors will act as the wireless sensor network in
sending the patient information to the hospital server.
We can also use wearable devices at home in an
emergency situation. Additionally, it will reduce
travelling time and cost for monthly or weekly physical
checkups. Hence wearable devices are more important
in maintaining the safety of health either inside or
outside of home.
In early days a wearable health monitoring system
was designed to record and monitor the deficiency of
human body signs of elderly people, which also suggest
the nearby hospital to get immediate treatment if the
patient is in need of medical assistance [5]. The
e-medical service centres will provide medical help by
professional medical doctors through mobile phones.
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elaborating the situation of the adults surviving in the
home, their interaction, flexibility, facing problems and
the health condition. They focus on describing the
individualistic appeal in the organization in the regular
days. It helps to identify the diseases with different
medical technologies to overcome the problems during
the aging person [11]. In [12], Assistive Technology (AT)
is proposed to compare the age group between younger
people and elder people with the attitudes of health and
flexibility. Elderly people are divided between 72 and 81
age group; it yields to carry all the results for their user's
behavior. Once the elderly people find difficulties with
their health, immediately they prefer for the AT to get
the benefits from the sickness and deformity from
frightening of the problems.
In [13], the communication heritage condition
reaches the new authorization and was developed to

Fig. 1 Wearable Devices in DifferentEnvironment

measure, provocation and give out the "native"
There are many kinds of devices used for
measuring the health issues of elderly people with
embedded wearable technologies. Some of the devices
are smart watch, mobile app, smart phone, online
computer, smart dress, smart glass etc. Among these
devices smart mobile phones are more attractive to
many people. Because, mobile phones can be carried
everywhere along with them everywhere they go [8].
Machine learning algorithms are analysed by several
researchers to analyse large amount of data and
improving the performance of the detection rate in
several fields [9] [10]. The general schematic diagram of
wearable devices in taking care of elderly system is
given in figure 1. The main technological purpose of this

tradition. This mediated communication technology is
proposed to distribute the structure of elements that
assist the consideration of the communal system, new
design, and spectators. It supports the AT for all the
communication in the environment for adult's health
and follows the interactive adoption model. In [14],
demonstrates the usage of the email to communicate
with the 18 groups to resolve the innovation and
prompts by the old age people. They innovate how it is
possible to learn about new ideas for the old era. Is it
acceptable by the adult's to adopt the users by the
communication methods? Hence the internet demands
the cost for all usage of the technology that was adopted
by older people.

system is monitoring indoor physical activity and
updating the physical status. The wireless sensor
network will be used to track the position of people in
real time. Also the software programming will be used
to collect the data, extract the features, design model
and make the system recognizable. The integrated
sensors will act as the prototype of the network system

This

paper

contributes

to

the

Technology

Acceptance Model (TAM) to examine the adoption of
the internet by the Chinese older adults and how they
are involved in their different features. Proposed
method is used for the resolution to estimate the senior
in younger and elder involvement for comparing
different factors with the TAM model. It consists of

to find the signs and make decisions quickly.

many features and factors such as facilitating conditions
(FC), perceived ease of use (PEU), Perceived usefulness

II RELATED WORK
This work, based on the technologies for the
elderly people who are facing stress and complexity to
lead

their

populated

without

illness.

CaravagliaanalysedGerontechnology,

Lensoff

dealt

-

with

(PU) and subjective norm (SN) [15]. Leyla Dogruela
suggested that new – media purposes are elaborated to
describe the user's entertainment to elderly people.
They are supposed to accept the new technology based
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on the TAM structure. Elderly people planned to

female results as 54% and male results as 46% as per the

analyze the two concepts to use the 3D pictures for 50

observation.

age people and they work out the evaluation done for

Pan and Werner initiated that the older people from

the computer game for the same age people. It made

high-level status with higher education are dependent

them accept the entertainment media technology for

on the gerontechnology and suggest male candidates

their mind-set to be involved in the enjoyment [16].

use better than the female candidate. In 2010 - 2011,

Senior Technology Acceptance Model (STAM) was

aged people evolved PEOU, PU and AT for the

developed to finalize with 1012 seniors aged 55 by the

observation of attitudes and lifestyles of the genders. It

Hong Kong Chinese people. These people accept the

is also related to TAM to get the anxiety and flexibility

gerontechnology based on STAM to gain the health

of the action and much recent technology used for

information and features of theories of the age group. It

elderly people all over the world [24]. The wearing tags

observed 68% of different can be identified with the

are used to recollect user acceptance in the environment

term gerontechnology. It assists to prognosticate the

for elderly people's care. They must use the 2 –

state of the age, gender, instruction, health details, the

dimensional systems with a better rate of 0.5m and 1 m

status of the diseases, number of affected technology,

with accurate “user Acceptance”. The wearable devices

age-related health care [17]. In 2018, wearable devices

measure the elderly care by the system such accuracy

are implemented with traditional Chinese medicine

(0.5 to 1 m), complexity during installing (less than 1 h),

(TCM) for detecting the elderly health condition. They

Not spread quickly, coverage area with 90m, sampling

used the diagnosis instrument to obtain all the

interval (0.5s) and the system is always accepted with

information on the diseases or reports of the patients.

availability [25].

Also, researchers proposed the Analysis of Variance

Thota, C presented

an efficient and secure

(ANOVA) for changing the adoption of the changes

centralized architecture for end to end integration of IoT

between the people's health statement. It diagnoses the

based

status of elderly people before and after the usage of

environment. Sensor data is collected for health

wearable devices and without changing the information

purposes, and the sensor data is safely communicated to

for detecting pulse duration [18].

near-edge devices. Finally, gadgets send data to the

Nelson

and

Dannefer

demonstrated

healthcare

method

deployed

in

Cloud

that

cloud, where it may be accessed by healthcare experts at

heterogeneity is improved high when the age increased

any time. The major goal of this project is to ensure that

and potential is contrasting for older adults. TAM

all devices' authentication and authorization are safe

analyzed that the elder's features are similar in their

[33]. Since then, sensors have become increasingly

strength and convergence [19]. In [20] [21], devices are

important in a wide range of applications, including

estimated to the adults for the hearing and vision

environmental monitoring, transportation, smart city

disabilities in the text-based or graphical images. It is

applications, and healthcare applications, among others.

determined by using the mobile phone, digital camera,

Wearable medical devices with sensors, in particular,

CD, MP3 player, alarms, pen drive etc to be supported

are critical for collecting detailed health data. These

for the elderly people as wearable devices. Ling (2013)

sensors are constantly creating massive amounts of

[22] proposed an approach that the elderly people

data, which is referred to as Big Data. Proposed a secure

cannot find the exact movement and very slow in

Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) architecture for

finding the activities such as writing a stylish letter,

health care applications to store and handle scalable

opening small targets, touching the small button. It is

sensor data (big data). Sensor medical devices are

due to the diminishing of the touch thoughtfulness and

attached to the patient's body to collect clinical data.

conscious mental activity. In [23], about 50, 60, 70 age

When the respiratory rate, heart rate, blood pressure,

people compared with younger people. Elderly 50 age

body temperature, or blood sugar levels rise over

gave the result as 40%, 60 age peoples gave 40%, 70 age

normal, the devices send a clinically significant alarm

gave 20% and the younger age gave 57% engaged in the

message to the doctor via a wireless network. To protect

sampling rate from all people in Germany. They detect

large data in Industry 4.0, the suggested system

elderly women have more than males, whereas n = 125,

employs a key management security method [34].
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party tries to access the user file in the server, the system
would block the third party user by using big data

3.1 Research Model

analysis to avoid access of user data. With an

Significant factors relating to the influence of smart

investigation of the various prospects and connections

wearable medical devices in users were developed. The

between seemingly unconnected information, data

proposed SWMDM model which assists the user in

mining may enable healthcare organisations to forecast

monitoring their health, the SWMDM model which

trends in the patient's medical state and behaviour.

consists of Techno Fear, Socioeconomic Characteristics,

Using conventional methodologies, health data mining

Self- potency and Gerontology concern as other

opens up a world of options for evaluating a variety of

parameters used to study usersbehaviour on wearable

less visible or secret data models. The most often used

devices. Table 2 describes the definition of parameters

and significant methods in ARM for an Apriori

which is used in the hypothesis for the analysis of

algorithm are association rule mining (ARM). ARM is

adoption of proposed models in elder adults.

an excellent technique for discovering the relationship
of data. It does, however, generate a vast number of

Table 2 Definition of Parameters

rules and does not ensure the efficacy or worth of the
knowledge produced [35].
3.2 Research Hypothesis
Information security and privacy are becoming
more crucial challenges in the healthcare industry. The
use of digital patient records based on legislation,
provider consolidation, and the increased need to
exchange information among patients and providers are
all examples of improved information security. Big data
in health care is expected to enhance patient outcomes,
forecast

epidemic

outbreaks,

provide

significant

insights, prevent diseases, lower health-care costs, and
improve quality-of-life analysis [36]. However, a
trustworthy big data environment is ensured by the big
data analytics-based cybersecurity architecture for
security

and

privacy

across

health-care

apps.

Furthermore, electronic health records (EHR) may be
shared by multiple users in order to improve the quality
of health-care services. This raises serious privacy
concerns that must be resolved before the EHR can be
used. This architecture, which includes numerous
technical methods and environmental controls, has been
proved to be sufficient for appropriately addressing
Fig. 2 SystemArchitecture

typical network security risks. Gao et al. (2014) [26]
suggested in earlier studies that the relationship
between the perceived usefulness (PU) which has been

The figure 2 represents thesystemarchitecture, here
the user can login with their details in the application
and can upload the user data in the server by using the
application. The server stored user data and created a
log file in the local memory. The log file data is checked
using big data analysis in the local memory. If the third

affected by the perceived ease of use (PEOU). The initial
model proposed by Davis in which he states that the
perceived usefulness (PU) is affected by the perceived
ease of use (PEOU). More realistic findings states that
perceived usefulness is positively influenced by
perceived ease of use. For instance, Van der Heijden et
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al. (2003) [27] came with the conclusion that, in

H9: Socioeconomic characteristics have

environmental conditions the relationship between the

positive effect on elder users’ approach towards

perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness

SWMDM

embraces true.

H10: Socioeconomic characteristics have a

3 Proposed Smart Wearable Medical Device Model
(SWMDM)
Figure 3 describes proposed Smart Wearable
Medical Device Model (SWMDM) which has different
parameters such as Socioeconomic Characteristics,
Techno Fear, Technical Expertise, Gerontology Concern,
Self-potency,

and

BehaviourObjective.

These

parameters are used to analyse how effective is the
proposed model on the adaptation of smart wearable
devices on elderly adults.
H1: The GC has a positive effect on elder users’ PU
towards SWMDM.
H2: The SWDB has a positive effect on elder users’
approach towards SWMDM.
H3: The GC has a positive effect on elder users’
approach towards SWMDM.
H4: The PU has a positive effect on elder users’ BO
towards SWMDM.
H5: The SP has a positive effect on elder users’ BO
towards SWMDM.
H6: The TF has a positive effect on elder users’
approach towards use.
H7: The GC has a positive approach on elder users’
behaviour towards SWMDM.
H8: The PEOU has a positive approach on elder
users’ approach towards SWMDM.
Socioeconomic Characteristics (SC)
Socioeconomic characteristics are an important
factor influencing the elder adult and have been
accepted in communities including academics. In [26],
also states that the characteristics cover various aspects
related to socio economic characters such as a person’s
age, gender, educational qualification, occupation and
any factor which considers being an important part of
one’s behavioural aspects. For instance, the age of an
adult will play a key factor in determining the
acceptance of Smart wearable devices. The proposed
work from the author in [28] found that age and gender
influence the end judgment noticeably. Therefore, we
have proposed the below hypothesis:

positive effect on elder users’ behaviour towards
SWMDM.
Techno Fear (TF)
Techno fear states the factor at which an elder user
using a technology for his or her life support gets some
fear of using some technology. Smart wearable devices
assist elderly people who are reliable on these
technologies but that fact to consider before these
devices assisting people is whether the elderly people
who have been monitored their health through these
devices have fear of using the technology or having no
fear of using the technology. In order to explain the
in-depth analysis of how it affects the model is
proposed through a hypothesis.
H11: TF has a positive effect on elder users’
approach towards SWMDM.
Technical Expertise (TE)
Assisting the elderly adults using a technology
related devices will lead to a concern whether it is safe
to use on the people. Technical expertise is the key
factor influencing the act of knowing and analysing the
technology to adults for monitoring their health. Here
the expert will analyse the fact that the people who have
been monitored are suitable for using the smart
wearable devices in a stipulated time period. Based on
the suggestion of the technical expert, the device is used
on the elderly adult for assisting. We are proposing a
hypothesis based on the technical expertise which is
considered to be important in monitoring healthcare.
H12: TE has a positive effect on elder users’
approach towards SWMDM.
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Table 3 Statistical Measures of Each Items in

This study has been observed by our proposed

SWMDM model

research model through the use of SWMDM in India.
3.3.1 Development of Instruments
The analysed instrumental measures from earlier
research were utilised as the background for this study.
By reviewing the previous studies, we could include
some of the key parameters. For the betterment of the
observed study, small modification of the quaternaries
was made. Our study related questions were obtained
from earlier studies developed by authors in [29] and
altered to fit the methodology of using smart wearable
devices. English is used as a language to develop the
questionnaires, 30 amounts of items were used in the
questionnaires. In accumulation, a six point scale, with 1
giving negative of the scale (disagree strongly) and 6
giving positive of the scale (agree strongly), is used for

Table 4 Validity of Discriminant

participants’ examination to get responses to the survey
with questionnaires.
3.3.2 Samples
Data used in this study was gathered through
sheet-based questionnaires from 10th Jan to 20th Jan 2020
in the urban areas in the largest city in south India.
Voluntarily participation of the people was requested.
The purpose and the main objective of the survey were
explained to the people. The intention of the study is
mainly to focus on the aged adults. The participants
were told that their information in the questionnaires
would be held as private and the results would be given
as aggregate. Smart wearable device experience of the
people is considered to be the key objective of the
survey. 250 questionnaires were collected from the
people, among which 220 of the questionnaires are
considered for the evaluation as it was a valid.

3.4 Hypothesis Model Measurement

Participants among the survey included 120 were male

The

proposed

hypothesis

model

quality

is

and 100 were female. The participants in the survey are

measured by validity of content, construct reliability

over the age of 60.

and validity of discriminant which is mentioned by

Table 3 shows the statistical

measures of each construct in the proposed model.

Bagozzi et al. (1979) [30]. To make sure that the validity
of the content produced in the model, examination of
the questionnaire with 5 researchers with expertise in
the field of information system was gathered on Dec
2019. The questionnaire given in the model was found
to be efficient and was correctly understood by all the
researchers.
Moreover, for proving the validity and reliability of
every model’s construct, coefficient alpha is calculated
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Table 5 Path’s Coefficient based on Hypothesis

which states the reliability of each and every construct.
Coefficient alpha is the analysis of the inner consistency
of the model, it’s reflected to be a degree of reliability
scale. In our model, the coefficient alpha value was in
range from 0.624 to 0.966. Robinson et al. (1991) [31]
stated that coefficient value of 0.6 is considered to be a
tolerable limit for coefficient alpha for experimental
research. All the value in our research model was above
0.61. Subsequently, the scales in the model were
satisfactory to stay.
Assessment of validity of convergent is carried out
through composite reliability and average variance

Table

extracted (AVE).Bagozzi and Yi (2012) [32] stated that

wearabledevices

6

ANOVA

of

the

acceptance

of

smart

the given criteria used for measurements such as factor
loading for every item in the model should surpass 0.5,
the composite reliability should surpass 0.7 and AVE of
every construct should surpass 0.5. Table 1 shows that
all values of the measurement items are in standard
range. Validity of discriminant measurement is shown
in Table 4 that is used for analysing the results of the
model; the gathered variances by the constructs are
greater than the aligned correlation among variables.
Constructs models facts exposed were practically
divergent. We attainedbetter results for validity of
convergent and discriminant, test result of the models
measurement was noble. Table 5 shows the Coefficient
of Path based on Hypothesis.
3.4 Testing of Hypothesis and Structural
IV RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Model

The conclusion of the study made by the proposed
WarpPLS software is used to test the model and the

SWMDM on the adoption of user wearable devices on

results are shown in Table 6. Nine (H1, H3, H4, H5, H6,

the elderly adult were made through the Hypothesis

H8, H9, H11, H12) out of twelve research hypotheses

and questionnaires were developed and the model was

wereconsiderably supported.

Based on the results,

analysed based the questionnaires answered from

Perceived Usefulness, Perceived ease of Use Behaviour

elderly adults in the southern city of India. This study

Objective, Socioeconomic Characteristics, Technical

was evaluated according to the literature review from

Expertise were known to be statistically important effect

the previous models on the adoption of wearable

on

whereas

devices on users. There were various factors influencing

Gerontology Concern, Techno Fear, Self-Potency did

the adoption of smart wearable devices on the elder

not show important impact on users’ behaviour of using

users, which includes factors such as socioeconomic

SWMDM.

characteristics,

users’

attitude

towards

SWMDM,

techno

fear,

technical

expertise,

gerontology concern. On the other hand,hypothesis was
developed based on the factors considered for
evaluation in smart wearable devices. Inference from
the result indicates, found that 9 proposed hypotheses
were supported. Self-potency (0.454), PEOU (0.542),
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Gerontology Concern (0.698) and Techno Fear (0.564)

Statistical Measurements of every item in the

explains 54.5 percent of the perceived variance in users’

SWMDM model is shown in figure 4. Every scales items

attitude toward SWMDM. Substantially positive impact

internal consistency is measured using composite

on users’ attitude towards SWMDM is seen by having

reliability, the construct variance amount is calculated

both PU and PEOU.

using average variance extracted (AVE) and variance
score of every construct observed is measured using
Coefficient alpha. Average variance extracted is higher
in Techno Fear, composite reliability is greater in
Gerontology Concern and Technical Expertise shows
higher rate of coefficient alpha. Figure 5 shows the
F-distribution of the Anova test conducted on the
proposed smart wearable device model, the F-value or
score is calculated which determines the probability
distribution function. F- Value is lower at higher density
which states that the results obtained from the
hypothesis are significant.
V CONCLUSION
The research proposed a smart wearable medical
device model which is designed to assist the elderly
adults. Hypothesis model was proposed with the help
of questionnaires which is tested in the southern city of
India. The results significantly state that 9 out of 12
hypotheses were supported. The model is analysed
with the help of statistical measures of every item in the
model and Analysis of variance is done on the
hypothesis model developed. Results indicate that at
higher density the F-value is low which means the
proposed model yields significant results. Future scope
of this research is to include additional influencing
factors that influence the adoption of smart wearable
medical devices in elderly adults and verifying the
proposed research model in larger illustration of people
across India.

Fig. 4 Proposed SWMDM Models Statistical Analysis
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